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The Reformation and the university church
in Leipzig
Uses of the past to support the rebuilding of a disputed religious heritage
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The purpose of this article is to investigate 
how memory activists from 2008 onwards 
used the past in their advocacy work for 

the restoration of the university church in Leip-
zig. The Paulinerkirche was built as a Dominican 
monastery church in the first half of the thir-
teenth century. In 1545, shortly after the Refor-
mation had reached Leipzig, it was reconsecrated 
by Martin Luther and became the first Protestant 
university church in Germany. Following the 
demands of the GDR state, it was destroyed in 
1968. In writings, demonstrations and speeches, 
advocates of church rebuilding made use of the 
Reformation, but also of other tropes in the local 
history to draw attention to their cause. The goal 
was not to create a new Reformation site; rather, 
the aim was to compel the university leader-
ship to abandon its goal to build a multi-purpose 
value-neutral assembly hall and instead honour 
its cultural and religious heritage, undo some of 
the damage done in 1968 and allow the return of 
the university church.

Introduction
The city of Leipzig has a website entitled 
‘Luther Landmarks in Leipzig’. On this 
site, the city pinpoints twelve so-called 
Luther sites. These are locations of vary-
ing importance relating to Luther and 
the Protestant Reformation; for ex ample, 
locations that the reformer visited, and 
museums  with art and objects relating to 
Luther and the Reformation. Some of these 
landmarks in Leipzig date back to Luther’s 
time, while others have ceased to exist or 

have been rebuilt. One of the places on 
the list is a very modern building, inaug-
urated as late as 2017: the Paulinum-Aula 
und Universitätskirche St. Pauli (Paulinum 
assembly hall and university church of 
St Paul, henceforth shortened to the 
Paulinum) (Luther Landmarks in Leipzig 
n.d.).

In this article, I wish to draw atten-
tion not only to Martin Luther but the 
Reformation at large seen through Leipzig 
University’s previous church, which I call 
by its German name, the Paulinerkirche, 
and its successor, the Paulinum. The So -
ci alist Unity Party (Die Sozialistische Ein-
heitspartei Deutschlands, SED) in the 
Ger man Democratic Republic despised 
the Pauliner kirche, regarding it as incom-
patible with the socialist direction that the 
then Karl Marx University had taken. On 23 
May 1968, the Leipzig city council decided 
to demolish the church, and one week later, 
the Paulinerkirche was blown up. Shortly 
after, the neighbouring main campus 
build ing, the Augusteum, was demol-
ished. A new university main building in 
Soviet modernist style was built instead 
and it was furnished with a massive bronze 
relief depicting Karl Marx, amongst others 
(Fit schen 2009: 636–41). As an exten-
sion of the peace prayers organised in the 
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Nikolai kirche (St Nicholas Church), large 
numbers of citizens demonstrated in 1989 
for increased rights, and these demonstra-
tions would eventually lead to the fall of the 
Berlin Wall (Lohmann 1994: 67–71). After 
the German reunification (1990), the uni-
versity wanted to reshape its campus and 
many Leipzig citizens hoped to be able to 
rebuild the university church. However, the 
university leadership was not interested in 
building a church and demanded that the 
State of Saxony invested its money in a prac-
tical multi-use building instead. The fallen 
university church was to be commemor-
ated through a plaque telling the story of its 
destruction, and part of the artwork from 
the old church was to be displayed in the 
new campus building. Moreover, the uni-
versity was prepared to build a worship 
room, but under no circumstances should 
a church be built (Universität Leipzig 

2008; Wolff 2012: 163). Since its founda-
tion in 1992, the Paulinerverein (Pauliner 
Society) had promoted the rebuilding of 
the destroyed university church and the 
Augusteum (Ziele des Paulinervereins 
n.d.). While public opinion seemed not to 
favour an original rebuilding of the church 
– not least for the fact that there were no 
original parts to use in such a rebuilding – 
the support for the rebuilding of the church 
in a more modern fashion was considerable 
(Lotz 1993; Orbeck 2003). Ultimately, the 
university had no option but to surrender 
to public and political pressure and accept 
the building of the Paulinum – a church and 
assembly hall with a strong resemblance to 
the old university church, but with a dis-
tinctly modern appearance.

 My focus in what follows is neither on 
the Paulinerkirche as a piece of destroyed 
religious cultural heritage nor on the 

The Paulinum – Assembly Hall and University Church of St. Paul and the New Augusteum.

Concord, 2012 (Wikimedia Commons, CC BY SA 3.0)
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Paulinum as a new creation. Rather, I 
want to draw attention to memory activ-
ism (Gutman and Wüstenberg 2023) and 
the uses of the past by those who fought 
to have the university church rebuilt and 
to compel the university to restore the 
university church to its historic site. In 
other words, I wish to address the strat-
egies used by the activists in their argu-
ments. In their campaign, activists used 
events and ideas from the Reformation, but 
tropes from the turbulent twentieth cen-
tury, such as the history of the struggle in 
and against the GDR regime, also had a 
central place. The activists were a motley 
crew, but many of them were members of 
the Paulinerverein and had personal mem-
ories of the Paulinerkirche. As the activism 
discussed in this article took place between 
2008 and 2022, after the construction of 
the Paulinum had started, they had already 
abandoned their initial goal to build a rep-
lica of the Paulinerkirche. Rather, they 
wanted to ensure that the Paulinum being 
built did not turn solely into a church-like 
assembly hall, as the university wanted, 
but into the new university church with 
as much resemblance as pos sible to its 
predecessor.

 
Theoretical considerations
I employ the terms ‘uses of the past’, 
‘memory’ and ‘heritage’. While these con-
cepts have developed largely indepen-
dently, they also represent overlapping 
themes. As the term reveals, using the past 
typically refers to the employing of his-
tory for vari ous purposes. The past may 
be used, for instance, to achieve commer-
cial, polit ical or religious goals (Aronsson 
2004). Like any usage directed at achiev-
ing a desired outcome, it tends to be highly 
selective and at times manipulative. As 
for memory, or more specifically collec-
tive memory, I subscribe to Jan Assmann’s 

defin ition and distinguish between tem-
porally distant cultural memory and more 
recent communicative memory (Assmann 
2017). Memory reaches beyond a more 
formal understanding of history as (the 
study of) the past in the sense that it is of 
particular importance for the identity of 
the collective. Martin Luther’s sermon, 
turning the former monastery church into 
a university church, and Johann Sebastian 
Bach’s activity as a director of music in the 
Paulinerkirche are both central elements in 
the university’s cultural memory and are 
frequently cele brated through speeches, 
sermons, texts and music. Furthermore, the 
destruction of the Paulinerkirche on 30 May 
1968, but also life and politic al repression 
in the GDR and the peaceful demonstra-
tions in 1989, are part of the communica-
tive memory. Not everybody campaigning 
for the university church had personally 
experienced the destruction, oppression 
or demonstrations (or even any of these), 
but they are nonetheless recent enough to 
be vividly spoken about – or collectively 
remembered. Finally, with regard to heri-
tage, in this article, I refer to both tan-
gible and intangible heritage. Like Rodney 
Harrison, I refer to heritage as objects, 
places and practices offering a relationship 
with the past (Harrison 2012: 14). Thereby, 
heri tage also intersects with memory and 
history. A historical composer like Bach, 
being an immaterial cultural (or religious) 
heritage and being celebrated as cultural 
memory can be regarded as two sides of the 
same coin. The Paulinerkirche had been 
listed as a protected building since 1961 yet 
was destroyed nonetheless. In this case, the 
church as material heritage vanished but 
the memory lived on – as did part of the 
(material) heritage through the rescuing 
of most of the art objects, such as the late-
medieval Pauliner altar, and the (immat-
erial) tradition of university worship ser-
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vices. For, as the conservator and head of 
the Institute for Preservation (Institut für 
Denkmalpflege) in Dresden, Hans Nadler, 
pointed out to Rector Georg Müller in 1963 
in an attempt to save the university church, 
not only was the church itself heritage, but 
also the unbroken tradition of university 
worship since 1710 (Hütter 1993: viii–xi).
 
The Reformation and the Paulinerkirche
In the history of the Reformation, Leipzig is 
particularly notable for the Leipzig Debate 
of 1519, where Martin Luther and his col-
league Andreas Karstadt debated ecclesi-
astical issues with Andreas Eck. However, 
Leipzig was central to the Reformation in 
other ways too. The reformers in nearby 
Wittenberg had their gaze set steadily at 
Leipzig – a town with which Luther had a 
love-hate relationship. Disappointed with 
the outcome of the Leipzig Debate, he 
called it a town of mammon and greed, and 
he later compared it bitterly with Sodom 
and Gomorrah. In 1539, however, Luther 
was in a more celebratory mood when 
he preached in the Thomaskirche (the St 
Thomas Church) and introduced religious 
reforms in Leipzig (Rudersdorf 2009: 335–
52). The reformers also had their gaze on 
the university in Leipzig, which had long 
and stubbornly resisted reform. Philipp 
Melanchthon was highly influential in the 
reform of the university. On his recom-
mendations, progressive individuals like 
Caspar Bohner and Joachim Camerarius 
were chosen for central positions at the 
university. The Dominican monastery and 
its Paulinerkirche were at the heart of the 
church struggle. Not only was it the spir-
itual home of the famous indulgence 
preacher Johann Tetzel until his death 
in 1519, but the monastery was also the 
venue for pre-Reformation consultations 
in Leipzig. In 1534 and 1539, Melanchthon 
had been actively involved in religious dia-

logue in the monastery. The talks did not 
lead to unity between the Catholic delegates 
and the reformers, but when Leipzig turned 
Protestant shortly after the second round 
of talks, the Dominican monastery was 
already familiar to the reformers. Shortly 
after the monastery had been closed and its 
Paulinerkirche had been secu larised, Duke 
Moritz of Saxony donated the premises to 
the university (Rudersdorf 2009: 355–67; 
Seifert 1883: 152–7).

‘Stätte der Reformation’ – Reformation 
sites 
In the Reformation year of 2017, the 
Paulinerverein published a booklet entitled 
‘Stätte der Reformation: Universitätskirche 
St. Pauli zu Leipzig’ (Stätte der Reformation 
2017). In this booklet, the Paulinerverein 
draws attention to the Leipzig Debate of 1519 
and Luther’s speech in the Thomaskirche 
in 1539 on the occasion of the implemen-
tation of the Reformation in Leipzig. The 
key task of the booklet, however, was not to 
shed light on the Reformation but to iden-
tify the Paulinerkirche as a Reformation 
site. The booklet takes the reader from the 
consecration of the Dominican church in 
1240 to the destruction of the Pauliner-
kirche in 1968. It explores the connec-
tion between Martin Luther, the monas-
tery and the Paulinerkirche. Because of 
Tetzel, Luther’s relationship with the mon-
astery had started before he hammered the 
95 theses onto the door of the monastery 
church in Wittenberg. In fact, it was Tetzel’s 
sermons on indulgence that made Luther 
write his theses. Luther and Tetzel wrote 
hostile exchanges, but also one or two rather 
friendly letters, to each other between 1517 
and 1519, namely from when Tetzel started 
actively preaching indulgences in the arch-
dioceses of Mainz and Magdeburg and 
until his death two years later. The booklet 
takes the reader through the secularisation 
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of the monastery in 1539, how Duke Moritz 
donated it to the university, and how it was 
subsequently adopted for academic use as 
an assembly hall, or ‘Aula’. On 10 October 
1543, the university inaugurated the space 
through a doctoral defence. The reformers 
Caspar Cruciger and Paul Eber were hon-
orary guests, sent by Philipp Melanchthon 
as emissaries from Wittenberg University. 
The booklet draws attention to Martin 
Luther’s most central contribution to the 
Paulinerkirche: his sermon on 12 August 
1545. This occasion has later come to be 
regarded as the official reconsecration of 
the secularised Paulinerkirche as an evan-
gelical worship room and a university 
church. The booklet cites a small segment 
of Luther’s sermon:

There was indeed a fine political lead-
ership [among the Jewish people] 
and many wise people at Jerusalem 
[Annas, Caiaphas, plus 72 princes in 
the council, who ruled wisely and led a 
proper regiment according to the Law 
of Moses], but see what they do. They 
are blind and crucify the one who is to 
redeem them from eternal death. Here 
too there are many learned and intelli-
gent people, doctors, lawyers, etc. But 
when Christ comes and kindly knocks, 
and lets His Word [which proclaims to 
us forgiveness of sins and eternal life] 
be preached to them, they do not want 
to hear it, but cry [and say], Away, 
[beat this teacher to death]! (Stätte der 
Reformation 2017; Luther 12.8.1545. 
The words in parenthesis were omit-
ted from Luther’s original sermon. My 
translation.)

The quoting of this passage from the 
sermon is interesting. Luther had made 
use of a contemporary negative image of 
the Jews, who despite their ‘fine political 

leadership and many wise people’ refused 
God’s gift to humankind and instead cruci-
fied Jesus. The reformer applied this nega-
tive image to the ‘fine’ and ‘wise’ Catholic 
Christians of his time, who did not want 
to hear the word. The passage in the book-
let can be interpreted as the Paulinerverein 
highlighting a similarity between the Jew-
ish leaders in Jerusalem and the leader-
ship of Leipzig University. Just as the Jews 
refused to listen to Jesus and crucified him 
instead, and the Catholics of Luther’s time 
did not want to hear the words of Christ 
but cried ‘away’, so the university in the 
1960s as well as in the twenty-first century 
rejected the university church. Implicitly, 
the Paulinerverein draws parallels between 
the university church and the ‘word’; the 
Christian church and the message that it 
represented was undesirable in both the 
socialist university and the value-neutral 
university of 2017.

The Paulinerverein booklet calls atten-
tion to the many graves in the old univer-
sity church (Stätte der Reformation 2017). 
Until the late eighteenth century when 
the practice of burying the dead under 
the church floor was abolished, an esti-
mated 800 individuals were laid to rest 
in the Paulinerkirche. Among them were 
Dominican monks, university rectors and 
professors, and people from the nobil-
ity. Their grave epitaphs made the church 
choir a dramatic memory gallery. After the 
destruction in 1968, the authors point out, 
the graves were destroyed, looted and taken 
away with the church rubble. The booklet 
presents three individuals previously buried 
in the Paulinerkirche that were of particu-
lar relevance for the Reformation. Elisabeth 
von Sachsen died in 1484 – in other words 
before the Reformation. However, she was 
the mother of Frederick III (Frederick 
the Wise), who supported and later res-
cued Martin Luther and took him to the 
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Wartburg castle. The aforementioned 
Luther antagonist Johann Tetzel, who died 
in 1519, was probably buried in the chan-
cel. However, due to the Schmalkaldic War 
of 1546–7, the wall around Leipzig had to 
be rebuilt and the chancel was modified. 
It is unknown what happened to Tetzel’s 
grave. The booklet simply notes that it was 
no longer preserved. The third person to be 
mentioned is Martin Luther’s youngest son, 
Paul Luther, who was brought to rest in the 
Paulinerkirche in 1593. The booklet notes 
that early on he became a part of the work 
of the Reformation when, together with 
his brothers Hans and Martin, he accom-
panied his father on his last journey to 
Eisleben. Paul Luther was not a theologian 
but on the advice of Philipp Melanchthon, 
he decided to study medicine and would 
become a court physician for many royals.

Paul Luther and the destiny of the 
graves were also in the limelight when, in 
2021, the Paulinerverein published an open 
information letter for the Reformation Day 
(Information des Paulinervereins zum 
Reformationstag 2021). The letter was 
published on the society’s web page and 
distributed to individuals with interest 
and influence; it was one of at least three 
documents written and distributed that 
year on the same theme (Liebehenschel 
2021; Universitätskirche St. Pauli zu Leip-
zig 2021). In the information letter, the 
Paulinerverein again drew attention to 
the desecration of the graves in 1968. This 
time, the society demanded that the univer-
sity pay tribute to Luther and others who 
had been buried under the Paulinerkirche 
through a detailed commemorative plaque 
in the university church.

According to the Paulinerverein, Elisa-
beth von Sachsen, Johann Tetzel and Paul 
Luther were examples of people who had 
been buried in the Paulinerkirche and had 
a direct relevance to the Reformation. One 

could argue that the Paulinerverein had a 
rather weak case since none of them was a 
reformer. Elisabeth had passed away a year 
after Luther was born, Tetzel was Luther’s 
antagonist and Paul Luther was (merely) 
the son of the reformer. Neither the book-
let nor the open letter mentions the first 
Protestant rector, Caspar Bohner, who was 
‘reforming’ the university and who was 
close to both Luther and Melanchthon. 
This does not mean that Bohner was not 
considered important in the Reformation 
history of the university. Rather, he was 
probably not as interesting for the case that 
the Paulinerverein was building, given that 
his epitaph already had a central position 
in the chancel of the Paulinum. Elisabeth 
von Sachsen, Johann Tetzel and Paul 
Luther were examples of famous people 
whose memory the university had failed to 
acknowledge. They were famous personi-
fied examples of the university’s shortcom-
ings regarding the visibility of its own his-
tory and close enough to the Reformation 
not to be ignored. However, creating a 
new Reformation site was not the main 
purpose of the Paulinerverein; rather, the 
texts should be seen in the context of a 
larger effort to restore a university church 
that carried a Lutheran heritage but that 
also went back beyond the Reformation. 
Therefore, von Sachsen, Tetzel and Luther 
are to be regarded as characters employed 
in a tactical game to compel the university 
to bring the Paulinum closer to the trad-
ition of the Paulinerkirche.

‘Leipzigs dritte Bachstätte’ – the third Bach 
site in Leipzig 
In addition (or as an extension) to his posi-
tion as cantor in the Leipzig Thomaskirche, 
Johann Sebastian Bach was also director of 
music in the university church from 1723 
until he died in 1750. He did not have 
responsibility for the ‘new worship ser-
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vices’ conducted every Sunday and reli-
gious holiday since 1710. However, he 
catered musically for the traditional ‘old 
worship services’, held from the sixteenth 
century on Christmas, Easter, Pentecost 
and Reformation day, and for other occa-
sional services, not least funeral services 
(Spitta 1880: 36–50; Williams 2007: 174–6, 
320). Bach has often been regarded as the 
musical extension of Luther. While the 
Paulinerverein regarded the Paulinum as a 
Reformation site, still in 2015 it did not con-
sider the Paulinum as a Bach site. ‘This is a 
completely new building,’ said the found-
ing member Martin Helmstedt in an inter-
view, ‘Bach was never here and therefore it 
cannot become a new Bach site’ (Stötzner 
and Helmstedt 2015, interview). By 2022, 
the Paulinerverein had reconsidered its 
position on Bach and published a booklet 
titled ‘Leipzigs dritte Bachstätte’ (Leipzig’s 
third Bach site), which it sent to members 
and friends for Christmas (Leipzigs dritte 
Bachstätte: Universitätskirche St. Pauli zu 
Leipzig 2022). Like the Reformation book-
let five years earlier, the Bach booklet was 
also published on the society’s web page. 
The booklet does not outline Bach’s activ-
ity in the Paulinerkirche but offers some 
insights into it. The composer’s inspection 
of the new organ in 1717 is mentioned but 
also two of his compositions that were pre-
miered in the Paulinerkirche. The connec-
tion between Bach and Felix Mendelssohn 
Bartholdy is also explored, namely how 
Mendelssohn gave rise to a Bach renais-
sance and how Mendelssohn’s relation-
ship to Bach was represented musically at 
his funeral service in the Paulinerkirche 
in 1847. The booklet further sketches how 
the Paulinerkirche developed into a centre 
for choir music under the leadership of 
renowned cantors and composers such as 
Johann Schelle, Johann Kuhnau, Max Reger, 
Robert Köbler and Hans Joachim Rottzsch. 

With the destruction of the university 
church, writes the Paulinerverein, the uni-
versity choir lost its traditional venue (the 
church and the worship service), and only 
after the peaceful revolution in 1989 could 
the university choir resume its participation 
in the academic worship services, relocated 
to the nearby Nikolaikirche. Finally, the 
brochure describes the favourable develop-
ment of university music under productive 
musical leaders after the reunification.

This post-GDR creativity culminated 
in the ‘recommissioning of the university 
church’, as the Paulinerverein described 
the consecration of the Paulinum in 
2017.1 In a somewhat unproblematic way,  
the Paulinerverein seems to regard the 
Paulinum as a church consecrated by Luther, 
later destroyed by the GDR regime, and a 
site of memory at the same time.2 While 
this can be taken as symbolic use of lan-
guage, it also demonstrates the firm deter-
mination of the society to quench tenden-
cies to regard the Paulinum as plainly a new 
multi-purpose and value-neutral assem-
bly hall. This also seems to be supported 

1 The original text reads as follows: ‘Die 
Wiederindienstnahme der Universitäts-
kirche St. Pauli wurde am 3. Dezember 2017 
festlich begangen. So erhielt die Universität 
Leipzig fünfzig Jahre nach der Sprengung 
mit einem Neubau ihr geistig-geistliches 
Zentrum zurück.’ Leipzigs dritte Bachstätte: 
Universitätskirche St. Pauli zu Leipzig 2022.

2 The text in the booklet reads: ‘Die neue 
Universitätskirche St. Pauli ist ein Erin-
nerungsort: 1545 wurde die Kirche durch 
Martin Luther zur evangelischen Univer-
sitätskirche geweiht, 1968 ließ das DDR-
Regime die Universitätskirche sprengen. Im 
inneren der 2017 als Neubau wiedereinge-
weihten Universitätskirche wurde eine 
Adaption der spätgotischen Hallenkirche 
mit Kreuzgewölbe und Orgelempore ge -
schaffen.’ Leipzigs dritte Bachstätte: Univer-
sitätskirche St. Pauli zu Leipzig 2022.
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by the fact that the booklet mentions the 
bishop’s consecration on 3 December 2017, 
but omits the university’s inaugur ation two 
days earlier. The Paulinum (and not only 
the previous Paulinerkirche) was therefore 
still regarded as a Reformation site. Adding 
the Paulinum to the list of Bach sites was 
only a development of a conscious strategy 
of advocacy.

A demonstration, ‘Five Leipzig Theses’  
and a speech
In 2008, the Paulinerverein teamed up with 
other friends of the university church and 
made use of a well-known Reformation 
theme. In an open letter directed at the 
‘friends of historic justice’, Reverend Chris-
tian Führer organised a demonstration 
after the university worship service in the 
Nikolai kirche (Führer 2008). Christian 
Führer was a celebrity, known as the ini-
tiator of the peaceful prayers that gave 
birth to the peaceful demonstrations in 
1989. His renewed call for demonstrations  

gathered  attention nationwide (WELT 
2008). What Führer demanded was the 
same as the Paulinerverein: the return of 
the university church, with an altar and 
pulpit but without a glass wall. The pulpit 
and glass wall were particularly conten-
tious: the university had decided to install a 
transparent glass wall or door between the 
chancel and the main hall, thereby enhan-
cing the multi-purpose use of the space but 
also giving rise to a museum climate in the 
chancel and for its works of art. Critics said 
that this was simply a move to ensure the 
neutral integrity of the assembly hall – in 
other words, to make sure that the sacred in 
the chancel  did not seep into the secular as -
sembly hall (Bohl 2008). As for the baroque 
pulpit by Valentin Schwarzenberger (from 
1738), the university deemed it too reli-
gious to be placed in this secular assem-
bly hall. To Führer, the Paulinerverein and 
many others, the pulpit was the ultimate 
vehicle of the free word – a result of the 
Reformation. And to the same activists, the 

Demonstration on 30 May 2008. From the left: Rev. Christian Führer, Rev. Gerd Mucke, Dr. Ulrich 
Stötzner, Dr. Stefan Welzk, and Martina Gerhardt. 
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glass wall was ‘unchurchly’ and a kind of 
division they believed that they had already 
rid themselves of when the Berlin wall fell. 
While Führer used his good reputation for 
what he saw as a good cause, the demon-
strations reinforced the tensions between 
the university and the university church. 
Moreover, the demonstrations sent nation-
wide signals that once again a secular polit-
ical system was oppressing the citizens and 
their beliefs.
 On Reformation day later the same year, 
the ‘New University Church of St Paul’ 
movement (Die Neue Universitätskirche St. 
Pauli) organised a large event with the post-
ing of ‘Five Leipzig theses’ (Fünf Leipziger 
Thesen). This was an action initiated by the 
president of the Leipzig Regional Council, 
Walter Christian Steinbach, but with many 
members from the Paulinerverein (Stötzner 
und Steinbach 2008; Wolff 2012: 169–70). 
The five theses were presented as demands 
according to the following (my translation 
and additions in parenthesis):

1. The rebuilding of the university church 
as a location of ‘the free word’ (as 
opposed to a multi-function univer-
sity complex with a focus on academic 
needs);

2. The unrestricted threefold use of ‘the 
university church’ for worship, aca-
demia and music (as opposed to the 
university’s view that the Paulinum was 
predominantly an academic assembly 
hall, albeit with a worship room in the 
choir);

3. The building should be named Univer-
sity Church of St Paul (as opposed to the 
more neutral Paulinum);

4. The removal of the glass wall between 
the chancel and the assembly hall (as 
opposed to the university’s sharp sep-
aration between sacred and secular 
spaces);

5. The installation of the altar and the 
pulpit (as opposed to the university’s 
resistance to these objects’ placement, 
fearing that they would turn the space 
into a church) (2008).

The key difference in opinion and 
agenda was the interpretative prerogative of 
the space. In other words: should the use of 
the Paulinum predominantly be determined 
by the university according to its need for 
a future-oriented hybrid and value-neutral 
space or should it be predominantly a uni-
versity church, as it was in the past, with 
worship, academic functions and music? 

In 2017 – the Reformation year – the 
chair of the Paulinerverein, Ulrich Stötzner, 
held a speech on behalf of the 49th anniver-
sary of the demolition of the Paulinerkirche. 
He said:

This university church is also a place 
of the Reformation. It is no longer the 
old surrounding walls between which 
the Dominicans walked – among 
them Johann Tetzel. But we have the 
altar where Martin Luther stood. We 
have the chancel again, where the 
coffin of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy 
stood on 7 November 1847. We 
have the pulpit from which Nathan 
Söderblom, Hans Bardke, Dedo 
Müller, Ernst Som mer lath, Pater 
Gordian, Siegfried Schmutz ler and 
Heinz Wagner preached. At the place 
where the Scheibe organ stood, where 
Georg Trex  ler and Kurt Grahl were 
forcibly pre vented from playing on 24 
May 1968, we now have a new three- 
manual   Jehmlich organ. It is the loca-
tion of this history, with an exterior 
that reminds us of what has been lost, 
and with an interior with almost the 
same dimensions [as the old church]. 
(Stötzner 2017, my translation)
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Ulrich Stötzner’s speech here exhibits 
the same tendencies that I noted regarding 
the Paulinerverein’s Bach booklet (Leipzigs 
dritte Bachstätte: Universitätskirche St. 
Pauli zu Leipzig 2022). In line with his 
society’s principles, he presented the 
Paulinum as the university church and not 
the Paulinum. The Paulinerverein conse-
quently spoke only about the university 
church – a church for worship, academia 
and music. In Stötzner’s speech, the past 
and the present blend – despite the 49 
years between the destruction in 1968 and 
the reconsecration in 2017. While the sur-
rounding walls of the Dominican friars had 
been lost, he still regarded the university 
church as a Reformation site. It had ‘the 
altar where Luther stood’ in the chancel 
that had been the scene of many famous 
events and characters. The destroyed main 
organ had been replaced by a new one. 
And for once, the pulpit was not lamented. 
Rather it was presented as a part of a restor-
ation narrative from which many famous 
German theologians (and one Swede) had 
preached the word and brought meaning to 
this location during the turbulent twentieth 
century.

More than the Reformation
The campaign of the Paulinerverein 
and other church activists was directly 
linked to the agenda of the university. 
In 1994, two years after the foundation 
of the Paulinerverein, Rector Cornelius 
Weiss expressed his doubts about the 
aims of the society. He described how the 
Paulinerkirche had been predominantly 
a ‘spiritual centre’, thereby signalling its 
incongruity with the character of the uni-
versity, asserting that he did not believe ‘that 
a new building for perhaps a billion marks 
would be embraced in the same way again’ 
(Helmstedt 2015: 81). Though Weiss had a 
good relationship with the Paulinerverein 

and on several occasions expressed his 
resentment over the destruction of the uni-
versity church, he did not think it would be 
appropriate to rebuild it. Rather, the univer-
sity, as declared in an official report, would 
designate a (smaller) part of the future 
campus as a place of worship for the fac-
ulty of theology and the university parish. 
The new campus would also host (at least 
part of) the artworks from the old church 
and other campus buildings (Topfstedt 
2009: 571–2). The activists and the press 
often portrayed the university leadership 
as inflexible, blind to history and afraid 
of its church (Wolff 2012: 165–76; Finger 
2008). Indeed, some of the campaigning 
reinforced this impression, and at times, 
as seen in the Reformation booklet, the 
proponents of the university church made 
accusatory comparisons with the university 
of the 1960s. To some extent, the criticism 
of the university leaders was misplaced or 
exaggerated, for it was legally problematic 
for the state to finance the building of a 
church. Yet the university’s unwillingness 
to break with its principle of value neutral-
ity also indicates a problematic relationship 
with religion, and thus also with its past, 
and it distanced the university from its own 
cultural and religious heritage. Following 
Cyril Isnart and Nathalie Cerezales, who 
note that works of art placed in a museum 
gain exhibition value while losing their cult 
value, the university was proud of its heri-
tage but found it easier to relate to it as art 
than as a cult object. (Isnart and Cerezales 
2020: 1). It was determined to put part of 
the works of art from the Paulinerkirche on 
display. It was also committed to the uni-
versity parish, which Nadler had already in 
1963 stressed as a part of intangible heri-
tage, and promised it a worship room, but it 
did not want a new university church.

Despite activists’ fears that Christianity 
would be neglected in the university’s 
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new campus, the opposite happened. The 
still-active university congregation was 
determined to resume regular services on 
campus and wanted to use artefacts from 
the old university church. Even more, how-
ever, the return of the university church to 
campus was a result of the advocacy work 
of the Paulinerverein and other activist 
organisations and individuals. In a speech 
in 2018, the chairman of the Paulinerverein, 
Ulrich Stötzner, demonstrated how much 
his zeal was driven by traumatic memories.

 
We stood by the site fence every after-
noon for a week, silent, grieving, 
angry, powerless. We had no banners. 
We were not taken [zugeführt] unlike 
so many others. … I saw the collapsing  
building from Goldschmidtstraße. 
First, the bell tower disappeared, then 
the ridge turret buckled, and lastly the 
Roßbach façade fell. I have never for-
gotten this image. (Stötzner 2018, my 
translation)

The booklets, demonstrations and 
speeches presented above all demonstrate 
the painful memory of dramatic events 
and loss under communist rule. This was 
a memory of deep and systematised polit-
ical oppression, culminating in the anni-
hilation of organised Christianity and 
material church heritage at the university. 
Furthermore, they demonstrate an experi-
ence of continued powerlessness towards 
the university after the reunification – a 
university with a pragmatic agenda to build 
a functioning and value-neutral campus. 
At the same time as the university church 
activists experienced the personal memor-
ies (what Jan Assmann has termed ‘commu-
nicated memory’) as traumatic, the more 
distant cultural memory was less problem-
atical. For instance, the fact that the actual 
pulpit that Luther preached from had been 

replaced by Schwarzenberger’s art piece in 
1738 has been little mourned. 

In this article, I have regarded uses of 
the past – or the Reformation – in activ-
ism. No matter what the Paulinerverein or 
any other stakeholders said or did, it was 
not a primary goal to turn the Paulinum 
into a Reformation site. Rather the Refor-
mation narrative was used alongside other 
momentous episodes in history to rein-
state an old university church institution 
and thereby take back something that had 
been wrongfully ‘stolen’. By stressing the 
centrality of the university church as a 
Reformation site, and later also Bach site, 
the Paulinerverein tried to evoke the power 
of cultural memory and force the university 
to back away from its anti-church position. 
The agenda was clear. The Paulinum was to 
be a new university church, and to reach 
this objective a variety of tools and uses of 
the past were employed.

As in the past – as most campaigners 
wished – the new university church would 
serve as a site for worship, academia and 
music. It would harbour tangible heri-
tage, like the Pauliner altar (and according 
to the activists: in due time most artefacts 
from the old Paulinerkirche), as well as 
the intangible heritage of an old university 
parish and a rich musical tradition. As the 
new university church, it would also carry 
the memory of the Paulinerkirche, which 
was a place for free speech in unfree times 
and for resistance to a communist regime. 
Therefore, the question of the Paulinum 
as a Reformation site is rather irrelevant. 
The history of the contemporary site is far 
more fascinating than its relationship to 
the early Reformation. It is a location that 
has, over the centuries, encountered reli-
gious and political transformation, tur-
bulence and war, monologue and dia-
logue. The Paulinerkirche was sacrificed 
– replaced by a socialist alternative – and 

https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-b-d&sxsrf=AJOqlzUKlVyQTvFCStelPC76cCmk5KoGig:1673875451324&q=Goldschmidtstra%C3%9Fe&spell=1&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjZmrL9l8z8AhWJQ_EDHUwmBJIQBSgAegQIBxAB
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eventually, the Paulinum arose. In this 
respect, the Paulinum joins the ranks of 
post-communist monuments established 
in many other locations in Eastern Europe 
previously possessed by other monuments 
and narratives (Saunders 2018); locations 
where there is an undeniable intersec-
tion of recent and deeper memories. What 
makes the Paulinum special, apart from its 
extra ordinarily rich past, is that the suffer-
ing and protests of the people under a com-
munist regime are intertwined with reli-
gion (both as memory and as action in the 
present). This turned into such a powerful 
catalyst that, against all odds, it brought the 
university church back into existence.

To many Leipzig citizens, the peaceful 
revolution is conceived as more meaningful 
than the Reformation, and the Paulinum is 
a locus for both. Its status as the first evan-
gelical university church and protected 
heritage did not save the Paulinerkirche. 
However, its destruction, which has often 
been regarded as the rock bottom of East 
German oppression (flanked by the vio-
lent crushing of the Prague revolt the same 
year), ultimately inspired and nourished the 
demonstrations in 1989. After the German 
reunification, both the Reformation and 
the peaceful demonstrations were used as 
themes and tools to compel the university 
to rebuild its church. Thus, the memory of 
the Reformation is no longer only attached 
to the Reformation itself, but also to citi-
zen participation and activism, and the 
Paulinum Assembly Hall and University 
Church of St Paul are regarded as a 
Reformation site with a distinct emphasis 
on the free word in unfree times. 
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